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Performance Recap and Portfolio Positioning  

The Innovation Strategy returned 2.88% (gross, est.)/ 2.72% (net, est.) during 1Q 2021*. Individual portfolio returns 

may differ due to cash flows, tax management and other factors. Comparable period return for the benchmark 

(Nasdaq Composite) was 2.95%.  

Quarterly returns were led by investments in digital advertising, cloud computing and online games companies. Our 

current portfolio themes include the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10-year Treasury Yield and Market Volatility  

Simply put, value of a company is composed of 3 elements: a) current level of cash flows, b) growth rate of future 

cash flows and c) discount rate applied to bring future cash flows to present value. 

 

 

 

 

The discount rate is directly correlated to long-term bond yields such as the yield on the 10-year Treasury bonds. As 

long-term bond yield rises, the denominator in the above equation increases. Absent any changes in growth rate, 

the value of a company decreases.  
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Alternatively, as growth rate rises, the numerator in the above equation increases and the denominator   

decreases. Absent any changes to the discount rate, the value of a company increases. When 10-year   

Treasury yields rose from 0.6% in August 2020 to 1.7% in March 2021, the discount rate increased propor-

tionally. That increase in denominator for some companies may have been substantially more than the    

increase in their estimated growth rate. As a result, the value ascribed to those companies declined in       

investor models. This change impacted high growth companies more than companies with muted growth. 

High growth companies derive a bigger portion of their value from distant year cash flows and thus are    

impacted more by increases in the discount rate. Those were the companies that witnessed the most       

volatility during Q1. The Innovation Strategy takes a balanced approach to allocating between distant year 

cash flows and near-term cash flows when constructing its portfolio.     

The Future of Human Computer Interaction 

We are hopeful we have now reached the later innings of this pandemic and a recovery is on the horizon    

if not already in play, but we believe the pandemic will leave us with some lasting lessons. One of those   

lessons is the convenience, scalability and cost effectiveness of virtual interactions. The pandemic marked an 

inflection point in adoption of virtual interactions. Just like in e-commerce transactions, the experience of 

virtual interaction was met with recognition of convenience, increased selection and seamlessness. We      

believe the acceptance of virtual interactions will only grow from here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Now imagine a world where a lightweight, stylish pair of glasses could replace your need for a computer or 

smartphone that you currently use to make all your virtual interactions. These glasses would let you look up 

and stay present in the world around you rather than pulling your attention away to the periphery in the 

palm of your hand that holds a smartphone. Unlike smartphones, these glasses wouldn’t force you to 

choose between the real world and the digital world. They would overlay the digital world on top of the real 

world. That technology is called Augmented Reality (AR) and one of the largest holdings in the Innovation 

Strategy is investing in such AR glasses.  Later this year, this company will unveil some groundbreaking work 

on this new device. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order for AR to become truly ubiquitous, it needs low-friction, always-available technology that’s so intuitive to use that it 

becomes an extension of your body. That’s a far cry from where human computer interaction is today with a smartphone, 

smartwatch or any digital device that pulls your attention away from the real world into a digital world. Another difference 

is that most existing interfaces are not seamless. For instance, before you go for a run, you open your running app and set 

your running choices. Then you switch from your running app to your music app to set your music choice.  If you receive a 

text or an email during your run, you have to pause to pull out your smartphone. That’s a high-friction experience where 

the context of what you’re doing at any given moment is lost as you move from one task to next. AR glasses address this 

problem by operating seamlessly using an ultra-low-friction input, so when you need to act, the path from thought to ac-

tion is as short and intuitive as possible.  Your mile tracker, your music and your messages are all shown intuitively on your 

screen unobtrusively while you continue your run. Additionally, the use of AI, context, and personalization allows the AR 

glasses to present you with a simple set of choices, without having you navigate through menu after menu of options to 

find the information you might be looking for. Then you use a simple finger flick to approve the right choice. There are no 

transitions, breaks or pauses. Let’s take another example: 
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Say you decide to walk to your local cafe to get some work done. You’re wearing a pair of AR glasses and    

a soft wristband. The virtual assistant software in your AR glasses offers to place an order of your regular 

cappuccino. You confirm it with a flick of your finger. The wristband captures that flick using electromyogra-

phy (EMG), an approach that uses electrical signals travelling between the spinal cord and the hand to   

communicate to the AR glasses. Behind the scene, the glasses connect to the café’s ordering app via 5G and 

place the order using your default payment wallet. You head to a table, but instead of pulling out a laptop, 

you pull out a pair of soft, lightweight haptic gloves. When you put them on, a virtual screen and keyboard 

show up in front of you. They are visible only to your glasses and you begin to edit a document. But         

the noise from the cafe makes it hard to concentrate. Recognizing what you’re doing, the virtual assistant 

prompts you to activate noise cancellation in your earbuds to soften the background noise. You confirm    

with a finger flick. A server passing by your table asks if you want a refill. The glasses know to let her        

voice through, even though the ambient noise is still muted. A friend calls, and your assistant automatically 

silences the call so as not to interrupt your current conversation. As your server steps away, you flick the  

finger to answer that call. Finally, when it’s time to leave to pick up the kids based on your calendared event, 

you get a gentle visual reminder so you won’t be late due to the current traffic conditions. 

Building the AR interface is a difficult, long-term undertaking, and there are years of research yet to do.  But by planting 

the seeds now, we believe this company will solidify its position in building a new computer interface, which people will 

use for decades to come. 

It is truly exciting to be at the forefront of this technological breakthrough. To be able to create wealth for our clients while 

navigating such breakthroughs in our investments is simply fulfilling. We believe we are only scratching the surface of the 

world of potential innovative investment opportunities. The EGA Innovation Strategy travels this world of innovation for 

you to invest ahead of the curve and to capitalize on the economy of the future.  

Thank you for entrusting us with the management of your assets. 

- The EGA Innovation Strategy Team 
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July 1, 2018 through December 31, 2020 

EGA Innovation Composite 

EGA Innovation Composite - The EGA Innovation composite consists of those portfolios invested in innovative growth companies. 

• For GIPS purposes, Eagle Global Advisors, LLC is an independent investment advisor, registered with the SEC, actively managing individual investment portfolios 
containing domestic equity, international equity, master limited partnerships, and domestic fixed income securities, (either directly or through a sub-advisory    
relationship), for mutual funds, high net worth individuals, retirement plans for corporations and unions, financial institutions, trusts, endowments and foundations. 
SEC registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. 

• Eagle Global Advisors, LLC claims compliance with Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance 
with GIPS standards. Eagle Global Advisors, LLC has been independently verified for the periods 1/1/1997 to 12/31/2019. The verification reports are available upon 
request. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable requirements of the 
GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm’s policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund maintenance, as well as the 
calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been implemented on a firm-
wide basis. Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report. GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA 
Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. Only direct trading expenses 
are deducted when presenting gross of fee returns. In addition to management fees, actual client returns will be reduced by any other expenses related to the 
management of an account such as trustee fees or custodian fees. The reporting currency is the U.S. dollar. Returns are calculated net of non-reclaimable foreign 
withholding taxes on dividends, interest, and capital gains. Reclaimable withholding taxes are not accrued, but are cash basis as received. Eagle uses the           
asset-weighted standard deviation as the measure of composite dispersion of the individual component portfolio gross full period returns around the aggregate 
composite mean gross return. The 3 year annual standard deviation and internal dispersion are calculated using Gross of Fees returns. If the composite contains     
5 portfolios or less (<=5) for the full period, a measure of dispersion is shown as not meaningful (N/A) and the number of portfolios is not reported. Past         
performance cannot guarantee comparable future results.. All investments involve risk including the loss of principal. This presentation is only intended for       
investors qualifying as prospective clients as defined by GIPS.  

• The composite start date is January 1, 2018 and was created in March 2020.  The composite consists of separate account portfolios where the firm has full invest-
ment discretion, the portfolio contains over $100,000 in innovative growth companies and the portfolio properly represented the intended strategy at the end of 
the calendar quarter.  All performance returns assume the reinvestment of dividends, interest, and capital gains. 

• The benchmark is NASDAQ Composite, a market capitalization-weighted index that includes all domestic and international based common type stocks listed on 
The NASDAQ Stock Market. The NASDAQ Composite Index is a broad based Index. Benchmark returns are calculated using ETF (ONEQ), which tracks the 
NASDAQ Composite Index 

• The indices shown are for informational purposes only and are not reflective of any investment. As it is not possible to invest in the indices, the data shown does 
not reflect or compare features of an actual investment, such as its objectives, costs and expenses, liquidity, safety, guarantees or insurance, fluctuation of principal 
or return, or tax features. Indices do not include fees or operating expenses and are not available for actual investment. Indices presented are representative of 
various broad based asset classes. They are unmanaged and shown for illustrative purposes only. The volatility of the indices is likely materially different than the 
strategy depicted. Eagle Global’s Innovation strategy includes buying and selling of various innovative growth companies. Such assets can and do include technol-
ogy, communication services, consumer discretionary and stocks from other sectors of the market. Holdings will vary from period to period and due to the volatile 
nature of these companies can have a material impact on the performance. 

• The Eagle list of composite descriptions is available upon request. Eagle policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and preparing compliant       
presentations are available upon request. 

 


